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Kilcreggan to Gourock ferry

Result Details

Question

06
Who do you think think should be responsible for the ferry service?

Answers

125
95%

Skips

7
5%

0% 34% 68% COUNT PERCENT

 Transport Scotland (this may require the service to be
classed as 'lifeline')

84 67.2%

 No view 20 16%

 Strathclyde Partnership for Transport 12 9.6%

Other Option 9 7.2%

Other Responses

Answers

9

70,463,089

whoever can garantee a reliable convient service
Sunday, Feb 9th

4:34PM

69,795,677

just not SPT
Friday, Jan 31st

4:25AM

68,235,917

Anyone apart from SPT
Thursday, Jan 9th

10:30AM

67,999,886

Someone other than SPT.
Monday, Jan 6th

7:59AM

67,892,365

jackie baillie/the labour party
Saturday, Jan 4th

6:06AM

67,851,387

Cal Mac, presumably Friday, Jan 3rd 1:44PM

67,827,892

There is a danger that as more and more people find other means of transport, the ferry is seen as unimportant and not

needed.
Friday, Jan 3rd 6:52AM

67,795,450

Clyde marine
Thursday, Jan 2nd

3:53PM

67,790,092

Only a competent organisation
Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:27PM

Please help us understand why you selected this answer

Comments

42
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71,543,489

The ferry ran a more frequent and reliable service when it was run by SPT. Yesterday, 2:47PM

71,256,854

I'm unsure of which one would be most useful and reliable
Thursday, Feb 20th

7:22AM

70,685,715

All areas of Scotland should be accessible to its residents yet still be able to retain the appeal of village life. If there is no

ferry on Sunday there will be considerable loss of opportunity to visit family on traditional day off work. Also fewer

chances of supporting local businesses.

Wednesday, Feb 12th

12:08PM

70,620,747

This service is definitely a candidate for lifeline status. All the people who go up to RAH for appointments and visiting ill

relatives deserve a reliable service.

Tuesday, Feb 11th

1:34PM

70,372,918

People with no car should have alternative to buses.Hospital is on other side.
Saturday, Feb 8th

7:43AM

70,329,660

I think if the ferry wasn't there at all then the peninsula would die off. The school would close and commuters would

leave permanently. Therefore I see this is a lifeline service.
Friday, Feb 7th 1:57PM

69,909,989

SPT have run down the service. SPT only do buses.
Sunday, Feb 2nd

4:40AM

69,885,497

The attitude of SPT is simply - 'If it's costing too much, we'll just abandon people in outlying areas', despite the fact that

by implication, outlying areas will be sparsely populated, and thus have low patronage. SPt are not fit to deliver a service

that is deemed essential by many who use it.

Saturday, Feb 1st

1:51PM

69,862,923

I have no faith in the placemen soaking up expenses in the sinecure of a organisation that is SPT; it is little more than a

resthome for confused apparatchiks who were no longer capable of coping with more challenging council work.

Transport Scotland does not inspire much more confidence, but at least if they are responsible for both the dunoon-

gourock and kilcreggan-gourock services there is the possibility, however slim, that serious consideration be made of

combining the two services and modernising with faster and better craft AND docking facilities to suit them, all planned

with the Disability Discrimination Act in mind even if it does not actually apply in law to ferries. As it stands all we can

expect(and have enjoyed for too long) from SPT is managed decline; more of the same and being told to be grateful for a

boat with half the capacity seated outside and an engine/exhaust noise that could wake the dead, never mind cause

permanent hearing damage.

Saturday, Feb 1st

12:48AM

69,673,263

Spt have no interest in safety, timetable scheduling or in passengers view point which has been clearly shown by

awarding a contract without taking safety or boat specification into consideration. No link with other ferry train or bus

services at either end. No questioning of passengers as to what was required.

Wednesday, Jan 29th

1:15PM

69,663,762

I don't care who runs it but I just want it to run reliably like it used to a few years ago with minimal cancellations and a fit-

for-purpose vessel and also to tie in with the bus departures from Kilcreggan.

Wednesday, Jan 29th

11:22AM

69,064,376

Maybe Transport Scotland I don't know. Just not SPT
Tuesday, Jan 21st

2:52PM

68,768,087

I consider this service to be a 'lifeline'. Hospital appointments and visiting relatives at RAH Paisley would be very difficult

to do by other public transport.

Thursday, Jan 16th

6:11PM

68,513,043

It is my understanding that SPT do not have much interest or understanding in ferries.
Monday, Jan 13th

4:04PM

68,367,546

This should be classed as a lifeline as this is a main route for commuters .
Saturday, Jan 11th

11:16AM
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68,343,853

Having it as a lifeline service may lead to improvements?
Friday, Jan 10th

7:28PM

68,258,448

The government needs to have close supervision over the service
Thursday, Jan 9th

3:24PM

68,189,736

SPT are evasive and untruthful

Wednesday, Jan 8th

2:37PM

68,185,936

SPT have proved themselves incapable of issuing and maintaining public service contracts in a fair and consistent

manner. They have given public money to a private company without holding that company to account for the terms of

the contract. Their behaviour is a public scandal. They should be thoroughly investigated.

Wednesday, Jan 8th

1:42PM

68,166,280

At one time,I accepted a hospital appointment on the south side of the river without question. Now, you're never sure if

the boat will be running.

Wednesday, Jan 8th

9:03AM

68,120,941

It obviously doesn't work with SPT as for reasons stated above so any new direction may improve service.
Tuesday, Jan 7th

4:08PM

68,078,227

Anyone other than SPT. No-one trusts them any more.
Tuesday, Jan 7th

7:08AM

68,022,850

Contact was sold to the lowest bidder and has been off more in its first year than its been in all Other years combined
Monday, Jan 6th

1:03PM

67,999,886

They have compromised the reliability and route options to reduce costs. In Norway such routes are deemed as vital to

local communities and are successfully run with, in some cases, significantly less population density. By having important

routes and reliable vessels journeys like this are taken by ferry rather than car. We are a very long way from being in that

position.

Monday, Jan 6th

7:59AM

67,962,676

Ludicrous to be the only ferry service under the control of SPT .
Sunday, Jan 5th

12:23PM

67,942,020

This is the most efficient way of travelling so should be lifeline anong with a link to the nearest large town for the north

side community

Sunday, Jan 5th

7:35AM

67,918,125

I feel that SPT have let the travelling public down badly. They are simply not interested in running a ferry service and do

not have the correct expertise. SPT are only interested in bus travel and the underground.

Saturday, Jan 4th

2:57PM

67,897,844

I do not know the roles of either to give an informed opinion.

SPT have not covered themselves in glory though with their handling of the transfer or the whole tendering process.

Saturday, Jan 4th

7:34AM

67,892,365

i don't trust either of the options offered but would like to see baillie humiliated/labour doing something useful
Saturday, Jan 4th

6:06AM

67,865,007

It is a lifeline Friday, Jan 3rd 5:50PM

67,863,760

They would be more committed to providing a better ferry service. Friday, Jan 3rd 5:17PM

67,851,387

Unlikely to be profitable, but clear social benefit; timetable/ticketing link to argyll ferries and other clyde ferries? Friday, Jan 3rd 1:44PM
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67,851,387

67,839,052

SPT have shown that they are totally uninterested in this service and have little or no sympathy for the problems that

commuters have encountered since they awarded the service to Clydelink.

Friday, Jan 3rd

10:22AM

67,834,572

SPT have no access to professional & reliable information in relation to coastal ferry services and therefore do not

understand the demands for the infrastructure to make there service reliable and safe. Their arguments around the

magnitude of subsidy per head on the service is a smokescreen, particularly as subsides per head elsewhere in their

jurisdiction, for example the subway, are considerably higher but without the pressure for cost savings.

Friday, Jan 3rd 9:09AM

67,828,564

This service is clearly a 'lifeline' service. It is incredible that it currently does not have that status. Friday, Jan 3rd 7:14AM

67,827,892

It doesnt matter who runs it as lonng as they provide a heavy weather boat that can be trusted to run in all but the most

extreme conditions.
Friday, Jan 3rd 6:52AM

67,825,065

Service is currently poorly planned, coordinated and resourced by the SPT, price governs the service without due

attention to the quality aspects of the service, or resident and visitor needs, including the working population.

An operational ferry with connections is also the quickest route to health destinations.

Work and training on both sides of the river.

Friday, Jan 3rd 5:31AM

67,819,870

This service IS a lifeline to many people in Kilcreggan and south of the river who work and have family in these areas. Friday, Jan 3rd 2:51AM

67,809,749

Other lifeline services run when this does not and there seems to be no penalty for cancellation. Safety of and stability of

vessel would require more than that which won the tender.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

8:24PM

67,795,450

They used to operate the service brilliantly, sail in all weathers and were VERY reliable
Thursday, Jan 2nd

3:53PM

67,790,542

SPT are not interested in running ferry,private contracter is usless.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:51PM

67,790,092

Based upon cost efficiency of running & having regard to public safety & comfort
Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:27PM
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